
Code of Conduct
Ethics in sports are embodied in the concept of sportsmanship and in the six pillars of character. Sportsmanship is the
conduct and attitude of participants in sports, especially when considered commendable as in fair play, courtesy, and grace
in losing.  Practicing all the pillars of character educates players, parents, and coaches in conduct in the player-centered
environment.

Six Pillars of Character

● Trustworthiness - Honesty, integrity, and loyalty
● Respect - Autonomy, courtesy, and diversity
● Responsibility - Accountability, duty, and pursuit of excellence
● Fairness - Consistency, impartiality, and openness
● Caring - Compassion, empathy, and kindness
● Citizenship - Common good, environment and lawfulness

I therefore agree:

1. I will gain an understanding, appreciation for the rules of the game, and the policies of the league. I will teach my
child to play by the rules and to resolve conflicts without resorting to hostility or violence.

2. I will not encourage any behaviors or practices that would endanger the health and wellbeing of the athletes.
3. I will demand a sports environment for my child that is free from drugs, tobacco, and alcohol and I will refrain

from their use at all sports events.
4. I will demand that my child treat other players, coaches, officials, and spectators with respect regardless of race,

creed, color, gender, or ability.
5. I will not be vulgar with any coach, official, or another parent.
6. I will respect the officials and their authority during games and will never question, discuss, or confront coaches

at the game field, and will take time to speak with coaches at an agreed upon time and place at least 24 hours after
concern.

7. I will inform the coach of any mental/physical disability, emotional triggers, or ailments that may affect the safety
of my child or the safety of others.

8. I will promote the desired player-centered environment, and emphasize focus on skill development, well-being of
the athletes rather than any personal desire I may have for my child to win.

9. I will remember that children participate to have fun and that the game is for youth, not adults. I will also not
force my child to participate in sports.

10. I will never ridicule or yell at my child or other participant for making a mistake or losing a competition.
11. I will refrain from coaching my child or other players during games and practices, unless I am one of the official

coaches of the team (not including field marshall).
12. I will recognize and appreciate skilled performances, regardless of affiliation to or against my team.

I also agree that if I fail to abide by the aforementioned rules and guidelines, I will be subject to disciplinary action that
could include, but is not limited to the following:

● Verbal warning by official, head coach, field marshal, Director of Coaches and/or Executive members
● Written warning
● Game suspension with documentation
● Game forfeit with documentation
● Season suspension with documentation


